
ROEBUCK HUNT IN RABYROEBUCK HUNT IN RABY

A roebuck hunt on one of England’s largest estates, including 3 bucks of unlimited size. The hunt takes

place in the beautiful countryside of North England.

Hunt suitable for everyone Requires moderate level of fitness Accommodation in a house Spot-and-Stalk Hunt

Tel.: (+45) 62 20 25 40 | www.jagtrejser.dk | info@diana.dk



HIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTIONHIGHLIGHTS & DESCRIPTION

Roebuck Hunt in RabyRoebuck Hunt in Raby

HIGHLIGHTSOverview

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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ACCOMMODATIONACCOMMODATION

Accommodation - RabyAccommodation - Raby

When hunting on the Raby Estate our guests stay in a cozy Bed
and Breakfast, which is run by a very friendly and hospitable
landlady. The lodgings are only about a 20 min drive from the
hunting district. Normally our hunts shared a twin room with
ensuite bathroom and toilet - unless otherwise arranged. A single
room can be booked on payment of a supplement. The
guesthouse is situated out in the countryside, and has a real
English charm and atmosphere.

Sue, who runs the guesthouse, also has some good cabins for
hire, so those hunters who like to cook, can also be well taken
care of. The cabins are of a very high standard, and are fully
equipped with all the necessary facilities.

On occasion, it is possible to arrange dinner in the guest house -
at an extra cost. This should be arranged directly with Sue,
preferably a few days in advance.

I is will be possible to visit Raby Castle, which is open from May to
September. England’s highest waterfall, High Force, is also close
by and is well worth seeing. In fact the whole area is ideal

destination for non-hunting companions.

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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PARTNERPARTNER

Ian AlexanderIan Alexander

We have had a good working relationship with our loyal partner
Ian Alexander at Raby for over 20 years. The hunt organization
here is highly professional. Our partner offers very good roebuck
hunts. He takes great pride in giving our guests a really good
hunting experience, which our hunters thoroughly enjoy time and
time again. Ian himself is a dedicated roebuck hunter, and is full
of energy. It is a fascinating experience to go out hunting with Ian.
Hunting is always with 1:1 guiding, to give you the options chance
of a trophy.

Raby is one of the largest estates in England, and is located in
wonderful countryside. There are few places that offer fixed price
hunts, here at Raby hunters are offered a package that includes 3
roebucks at a very attractive price.

Roebuck hunts are carried out in the spring and again during the
rutting season during late July and early August.

Ian also arranges some very good pigeon shoots over the
summer and autumn. There are many pigeons in the area and Ian
has a very professional hunting organization that delivers

excellent shooting to our many hunters that visit here.

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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HUNTING AREAHUNTING AREA

RabyRaby

The estate covers 30,000 hectares and employs 4 full-time
gamekeepers. In partnership with the estate we have been able to
arrange a very attractive fixed price package offer, which includes
3 bucks of any size per hunter.

In addition to roebuck hunting, the estate is also well known for its
good pigeon hunts, which we can of course also offer, and would
be very pleased to give you a concrete offer for such a hunt here.

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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Specification of price
Price and info on your tour

The price includes The price does not include

4 days hunting 1:1 including up to 3 bucks of any size

5 days accommodation with breakfast

There are 3 bucks included in the price. The fee for

extra buck is €200

Arrangement fee of €200,- per hunter

Return flights Manchester or Newcastle

Rental car

Weapon permit €115,- (gun hire not possible in this

area)

Any extra shootings and services

Tipping

Trophy preparation

Fee for transport of weapon on flights (pay directly in

airport)

EU-public liability insurance € 5,50.-

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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Firearm Certificate

An English Firearm Certificate costs € 125.-. Together with the confirmation of the trip we sent you a questionnaire which we kindly

ask you to fill in together with a copy of your European Weapon passport, all pages has to be sent also the blank ones. We need this

information no later than 2½ months before departure in order to be able to apply for your Firearm Certificate.

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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GAMEGAME

Roebuck Hunt in RabyRoebuck Hunt in Raby

Buck/Roe Buck/Roe Deer

(Europe)

DO YOU HAVE
QUESTIONS?
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About usAbout us

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours

Limpopo & Diana Hunting Tours Limpopo Travel and

Diana Hunting Tours – which today are one and the same

company - are built on more than four decades of

experience in the hunting travel industry. Diana Hunting

tours was founded in Svendborg back in 1974 by the

internationally known figure in the hunting tour industry,

Jan Krossteig, who today remains shareholder and

chairman of the concern.

Over the years the company has grown into the world’s

largest hunting travel office, with hunting partners in more

than 40 counties and customers from around the world.

This has only been possible because of the strength of our

customers faith in our company, our partners and the

service we provide. We take great pride in the fact that a

significant number of our customers are “regulars” you not

only travel with us frequently, but also bring with then new

customers into our business.

The hunting travel market has never been as chaotic as it

is at present. There have always been a mass of smalland

medium sized agencies trading on the market, but in

recent years the rise of the internet has really opened up

the market for direct booking and packages sold by

“agents” of more or less transparent character and by

agencies based abroad.

A large number of hunters have had their fingers burnt

booking “cheap” packages, which rarely proceed as

promised, Generally it is only when things go wrong that

the unfortunate hunter who bought the tour first realises

what the difference between a good Danish travel agency -

with all the security that entails -and a questionable foreign

seller, really is.

What we offer our customers is a rather unique level of

security. Our experienced staff really know our

destinations and can provide highly qualified advice

tailored to the customer’s individual requirements. If you

book your hunting tour through us you also have a

guarantee against the unlikely event of bankruptcy through

the Danish Travel Guarantee Fund. Our long standing

membership of the Danish Travel Agency Association is

also a guarantee for professional service throughout all the

proceedings that a hunting tour entails - also in the event

of something not going quite as planned. As one of our

customers you can expect around the clock support, via

our emergency hotline, in the event of anything at all going

wrong.
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